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i
nnovation is not an art. It’s a capability. The past 15 years have brought a flood of 
how-to books about innovation, most of them replete with stories about startling 
eureka moments and charismatic leaders. These stories are fun to tell but usually 

have little to teach other organizations about building their own innovation capabil-
ities, other than to hope lightning strikes or to hire a colorful CEO. Missing from 
the stories are the mechanics of what it takes to make innovation more than a break-
through moment that lets a company ride a fleeting lucrative wave.

Masters of Innovation: Building the Perpetually Innovative Company shows that 
being innovative is a repeatable process that can be studied, learned, and practiced—
one that will sustain a company’s profitable growth for decades. This book is a manual 
for creating a permanently innovative organization, deriving lessons for best practices 
from the experiences of senior teams at Best Innovators—members of a select team of 
companies that come in all sizes and from all industries around the world.

The Best Innovator competition was first held in Germany in 2003. A.T. Ke-
arney partnered with the German business magazine WirtschaftsWoche to recognize 
companies that were not only best in class in their products and balance sheets—
though they were that too—but had also achieved success by building an organiza-
tional machine for sustaining innovative behavior. This book describes the levers of 
the innovation machine and how to pull them.

We focus on several types of innovation, from product and process innovations 
to business-model and service innovations. But they all have one thing in common: 
they all start as ideas and become market reality. And none earns the title “innovation” 
until it is making money.

the Best innovator ComPetition
The Best Innovator competition began in Germany in 2003, partly in response to rising 
concern among Western European incumbents that more sophisticated—and lower-cost 
—competitors from emerging nations were threatening their long-range profitability, 

ChaPter 1
meet the masters of innovation
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and perhaps their survival. Contest organizers wanted to spotlight great innovators to 
show how innovation is done.

Now held in nearly 20 countries including many Western European countries, the 
United States, Russia, Brazil, and China, the competition has yielded a wealth of insights 
into how to excel in innovation management. This annual benchmarking against the 
best in innovation management focuses on the how-to of innovation and takes a deep 
look at what leading companies are doing to achieve better yield with their innovation 
strategies.

Every entrant begins with an online questionnaire. In this self-assessment, appli-
cants describe their innovation strategies and the level of active support for realizing it, 
starting with top management. They also have an opportunity to provide more informa-
tion about innovative approaches within the company or business unit.

A panel of judges analyzes the questionnaires and assesses innovation using 
both qualitative and quantitative criteria. The assessment measures crucial factors such 
as whether a culture of innovation is embedded within the organization. It is centrally 
concerned with the rigor and impact of processes for managing the innovation life cycle. 
Above all, it inquires whether innovation is continuous and successful.

From these initial entrants, those with the highest scores are short-listed for 
site visits by A.T. Kearney partners, which often include eye-opening discussions 
with CEOs and their innovation-management teams. After the site visits, winners 
are chosen using a structured assessment system based on both the question-
naire and the site visit. Winners are chosen by a panel of prominent judges drawn 
from industry, academia, and government. (To ensure no conflict of interest, A.T. Ke-
arney is not part of the panel.) Win or lose, a confidential analysis of the innova-
tion mechanisms is delivered to each contestant at the end of the competition. 

In a little more than 10 years, the competition has grown to include nearly 
20 countries. In that time, about 2,000 organizations have entered the compe-
tition. Masters of Innovation shares the lessons we’ve learned from observing all 
of them, not just the winners.

This book doesn’t offer frameworks or bulleted lists. It offers the real expe-
riences of the world’s Best Innovators. These are not just the hot companies of 
the moment. On the contrary, they are often growing in traditional business-
es—automotive, rail transit, household appliances—where slow growth would 
be expected. Many have been in business for generations, and still they grow. 
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Compare that record to the churn among members of the Fortune 1,000, which 
saw 60 percent of its list change between 1993 and 2003, the year of the first 
Best Innovator competition.1

Shareholders in Best Innovator companies have enjoyed the benefit of this 
commitment to profitable long-term growth. Since the competition started, the 
Best Innovators’ shares have outperformed not only their peers, but also the 
stock market (see figure 1).

Common virtues
Best Innovators are often companies under pressure. Sometimes they face a 
threat of commoditization to a core product, or they might be contending with 
new entrants or an upstart technology. Yet what is remarkable is that their in-
novation strategies are not reactive. Their strategies are forward-looking and 
constant, open to course correction but clear in their destinations, through good 
times and bad.

It is telling, for example, how often Best Innovators have created their own 
adaptation of 3M’s New Product Vitality Index (NPVI), which measures the 

Share prices
(Index, January 2003 to September 2014)

Figure �
Innovators rise above stock market averages

� Unweighted average of all publicly traded Best Innovator winners in France and Germany between ���� and ����
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percentage of revenue derived from products 
launched in the past five years. For Best In-
novators, a key performance indicator (KPI) 
such as NPVI is not a backward-looking ac-
counting tool. It is an in-flight gauge that 
measures the progress of an entire innovation 
portfolio, a fact-driven view into what’s work-
ing and what needs course correction.

Best Innovators share common virtues. 
For all of them, integration of process and 
deep-rooted innovation cultures are character 
traits. Best Innovators are always in a state of 
future-mindedness, and they don’t get blind-
sided by change.

Consider CEWE Stiftung & Co. KGaA 
(German Best Innovator, 2010). From its 
start in 1961, CEWE spent decades among 

the leading European film-processing companies and was a rival to worldwide 
brands such as Fuji and Kodak. But film photography—analog—is now a niche 
business. For the past 20 years, the incumbents have struggled not only to re-
spond to the advent of digital picture-taking but also to survive.

As once-great names have left the photography business, CEWE has grown. 
Better than its rivals, CEWE perceived in the 1990s that digital photography was, 
to risk a cliché, a disruption that would upend a well-established business mod-
el. It invested heavily in digital photo-finishing capabilities while its core analog 
business was still growing—a strategic choice that brought some initial internal 
resistance. Even as digital photography was becoming the dominant consumer 
technology, CEWE prepared for the transformation the Internet would bring to 
the old model of developing photographs through the mail or at the local phar-
macy. As early as 1994, it was taking steps to provide online photo finishing and 
a range of customizable consumer products such as calendars, posters, and even 
canvases. Most important to sustained growth was the 2006 introduction of the 
CEWE PHOTOBOOK, built on CEWE’s historic base of retailers. Since then, 
the company has sold millions of photobooks.

One day, these successful innovations will reach the end of their life cycles. 
CEWE wants to be ready when they do. It keeps a close watch on trends that 
may affect its business and predicts that the next big opportunity will come 
from mobile devices.

“Innovation is 5 percent 
analysis and 95 percent 
fast and focused 
implementation. 
Profitability is required 
to invest in growth 
areas because our 
company has relatively 
limited resources.”

Rolf Hollander
Chairman
CEWE Color Holding
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“Innovation is 5 percent analysis and 95 percent fast and focused implemen-
tation,” says Rolf Hollander, CEWE’s chairman. “Profitability is required to invest 
in growth areas because our company has relatively limited resources. We need 
to focus on major areas for growth and define the right innovation search fields.”

it’s never aBout Brute forCe
The list of Best Innovators includes several incumbents in large industries. 
Whirlpool, 3M, Ferrari, Coca-Cola, and Volkswagen are just a few of the  
big companies you will meet in Masters of Innovation. But from the  
beginning, what has distinguished the Best Innovator club is the diversity of 
businesses and the range of sizes. Among the most compelling stories are those of 
two mid-sized Czech companies: LINET, a $160 million maker of advanced hospital 
beds with just 800 employees, and ČKD, a 2,000-person firm that steadily reinvent-

Sources: Department of Trade and Industry’s R&D Scoreboard for top 1,250 global companies; A.T. Kearney analysis

Correlation between R&D spending and EBIT in select industries
(as % of sales)

Figure 2 
R&D spending does not automatically boost profits
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ed itself in the 25 years after the Cold War from a struggling maker of tram cars into 
a forceful world presence in energy engineering and services.

The lessons learned from Best Innovators are not dependent on business 
interest, size, or region. For example, in the analysis on page 13, developed from 
publicly available data, it is striking that there is no correlation between R&D 
budget and innovation (see figure 2).

Again, there is no link between money invested in R&D and profitability, 
measured by earnings before interest and tax (EBIT). Profitability is the reward 
for doing the right things in the right way.

Hard figures from Best Innovators reveal that it’s not how much you spend 
but how you spend it. For these organizations, innovation is not a factor of 
brute force—lots of budget, lots of time, lots of people—any more than it is the 
fruit of some eureka moment. Innovation for them is a management capability 
and a repeatable process.

To get their innovation strategies right, Best Innovators invest upfront in 
understanding market, technology, and service dynamics. They are investing time 
more than money. Once they have innovation strategy right—not just on paper 
but in the minds of all their most influential internal decision makers—they be-
gin collecting the ideas that have potential into a managed portfolio. We call this 
portfolio search fields. These are the wellhead of the innovation flow.

Sometimes, we characterize the Best Innovator philosophy as “from the 
market to the market.” What this means is that innovations in embryo emerge 
from close attention to the market—the voice of the customer—often before 
the market knows it is saying anything at all, as was the case with digital photog-
raphy for CEWE. The early work on an innovation portfolio is the collection of 
ideas that flow from this attentiveness. We describe this as the “desired-outcome 
approach” to idea development, one that frames the market’s appetites in terms 
of what customers need. Managing these ideas depends on a rigorous connec-
tion between them and corporate strategy.

emotion and faCt
We don’t minimize the intellectual and organizational challenges of managing 
an innovation portfolio that is loaded with ideas. Throughout this book, when 
we talk about managing an innovation portfolio, we are not just talking about 
one idea nurtured from market insight to product launch. In reality, there are 
hundreds of embryonic product ideas in a large corporation, dozens in a smaller 
one, and all at different stages of their life cycles. These ideas overlap and influ-
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ence one another. The overlap and influence 
are managed in terms made explicit in the or-
ganization’s culture and processes.

Another way of talking about culture 
and processes is to talk about emotion and 
fact. Best Innovators have a visible organiza-
tional desire to balance these two elements in 
creating a foundation for recurrent innova-
tion. Naturally, a clear and convincing vision 
is needed to excite a company’s culture (and 
shareholders). But without a fact-based argu-
ment to realize the vision, excitement is not 
enough.

To balance emotion and fact, Best In-
novators navigate a natural tension between 
flexibility and control. The tasks of control—
progress tracking, coordination of innovation 
and functional strategies, deviation analyses, 
control of planning premises and processes—
make excitement about the vision tangible. 
The devotion to KPIs and rigorous stage-gat-
ing so typical of Best Innovators allows them 
to give their organizations a distinctive degree 
of freedom, a kind of structured autonomy 
that encourages creativity and the birth of 
new businesses.

Every organization has its cultural norms, unspoken or not, for good or 
for ill. Members are attuned to what is valued, and they behave accordingly. If 
culture is the sum of what is prized, then the culture’s norms should prize inno-
vation. This is how Best Innovators create an environment where smart people 
thrive.

“You build a foundation for innovation,” Hollander says. “Prerequisite is a 
culture with an open mind that stimulates employees to come up with new ideas 
by ensuring a certain level of freedom. You want them to dare to take risks.”

Without structure, there is no creativity—a fact seen again and again in 
the way Best Innovators first develop and then manage their innovation portfo-
lios. All of them pursue clarity on a fundamental question: what do we want our 
innovation strategy to do for us?

“In line with 
Schumpeter’s theory 
of creative destruction, 
innovation can also 
include the decision 
to leave behind some 
areas of the present 
business. It is not 
only about doing new 
things but also about 
getting rid of traditional 
products, services, 
and even companies. 
Otherwise, we could 
not afford to invest in 
new areas.”

Georg Kapsch
CEO
Kapsch TrafficCom
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Consider Whirlpool Latin America (Brazil Best Innovator, 2010). The 
company is the leader in Latin America’s home-appliance market and a growing 
part of Whirlpool Corporation’s revenue. In 2008, Latin America contributed 
19 percent of the parent company’s total revenue. By 2013, that rose to 26 per-
cent. Whirlpool now has the top market share in the region.2

By the standards of Best Innovators, Whirlpool Latin America’s innovation 
management system is still young. It was developed in the mid-2000s in re-
sponse to what the company saw as an emerging trend toward commoditization 
and price reduction in the appliance business. Convinced that customers would 
pay a premium for genuine innovation, Whirlpool was deliberate in building an 
innovation culture. Senior leaders were assigned an annual innovation pipeline 
target. But how would that be measured? How could anyone tell if what was in 
the pipeline had long-term value?

To earn the status of potential innovation at Whirlpool, an idea 
must make its case. First, it must contain a compelling proposition for cus-
tomers and be aligned to the company’s brands. Second, it must create du-
rable competitive benefit—in other words, it must make use of Whirlpool’s  
patents, technology, distribution, brand strengths, corporate scale, or some oth-
er advantage unique to Whirlpool so that competitors cannot follow for at least 
two years. Finally, a new idea must offer the prospect of serious shareholder 
value.

Senior leadership’s first move was to define innovation in a con-
text particular to Whirlpool. A common definition creates several benefits:  
it avoids time-wasting discussions about what is meant by innovation and clar-
ifies the goals of the innovation strategy. It also generates KPIs to assess the per-
formance of the innovation portfolio and the performance of those managing it.

The results are in the numbers. Today, the portfolio of Whirlpool Latin 
America’s products classified as innovative is responsible for one-fourth of its 
revenue. These products are on average two to three times more profitable than 
the rest of the company’s product line.

Best Innovators answer the questions that matter, beginning with  
the mechanisms by which innovation can deliver long-term profitable  
growth. They can name the market segments where they will concentrate their 
energies and the competencies they will need to acquire, buy, or borrow to suc-
ceed. They match this inventory of competencies against their talent-development 
strategies.
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draWing the roadmaP
Best Innovators adjust their innovation machines all the time, seeking the right 
balance of short- versus long-term projects, new products, and incremental 
improvement. They are specific about innovation speed—the pace of an idea’s 
development and commercialization—and they’re attuned to measures of how 
long it takes for an idea to develop into a money-making product. They draw an 
innovation roadmap to get them where they say they need to go.

Among the rewards of this rigorous setting of coordinates are the guide-
lines a company creates for weaving innovation strategy into everything it does, 
reinforcing the foundation of culture and process. Search fields are the earliest 
stage of an idea’s evolution and necessarily very broadly defined. But they still 
need to be defined, even broadly, and the definition is something that every Best 
Innovator has to frame for itself.

Tata Motors developed its search fields with the intention of raising 
its profile in the small-car segment of India’s auto industry. For Volkswa-
gen (German Best Innovator, 2008), the search fields are not only complex 
but also broad, which is appropriate for a global giant producing multiple  
product lines.

In each case—Tata, Volkswagen, and every Best Innovator—the search-
field portfolio is a ferment of insights drawn from hearing the voice of the cus-
tomer, from applied industry knowledge of technology and competitors, and 
from watching the wide horizon of scientific, social, and political trends of all 
kinds. A firefighting-equipment maker might study ways to make its products 
more comfortable for women (Rosenbauer, Austria Best Innovator, 2009). A 
home-products company might take note of how bathrooms are emerging as 
a surprising status signifier in the West and, increasingly, elsewhere (Henkel 
Laundry & Home care, German Best Innovator, 2010).

The search-field portfolio is the starting point of the innovation roadmap, 
which ideally looks ahead to the eventual end of an innovation’s life cycle. Es-
pecially striking about Best Innovators is how many are thinking about a prod-
uct’s whole life cycle, including not just future improvements but its inevitable 
eclipse by the next big idea.

“In line with Schumpeter’s theory of creative destruction, innovation can 
also include the decision to leave behind some areas of the present business,” 
says Georg Kapsch, CEO of Kapsch TrafficCom (Best Innovator, 2008). “It is 
not only about doing new things but also about getting rid of traditional prod-
ucts, services, and even companies. Otherwise, we could not afford to invest in 
new areas.”
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The roadmap keeps the organization on track, describing not only budget 
and personnel but also when an innovation will enter the market and begin to 
earn back its investment—its time to market and time to profit.

alignment in suPPort of the innovation Portfolio
For Best Innovators, the job of prioritizing the possibilities in their innovation 
portfolios is never finished. At every point along the way to market, the business 
case for an idea is tested to see if it still holds up.

This would seem to be an obvious best practice for any company, and 
yet it is frequently overlooked, usually because of poor communication norms. 
Markets move, planning premises change, variability in the cost of raw materials 
alters pricing dynamics even before a product launches. All of these have direct 
effects on profitability. A regular update of planning premises is an institutional 
habit with Best Innovators. A change in those premises might mean one idea 
needs to be killed or delayed while another is brought forward in the portfolio’s 
list of priorities.

An innovation portfolio is like a funnel. But the Best Innovator funnel has an 
odd shape. It does not taper steadily to product launch. Instead, the funnel abruptly 
pinches near the middle, around the time search fields begin to yield specific ideas 
that can be argued with a business case or, as the case may be, rejected.

An innovation portfolio is built on a sequence of stage gates shepherding ideas 
on their way to market. An idea that can be tested for its investment risk advances 
to the narrow part of the funnel: the development-project portfolio. At this point, a 
new service or product begins getting concrete in its features and value proposition. 
This is also the point at which it is either shelved or rejected.

At every stage in an idea’s development, collaboration makes a concept stron-
ger. The definition for collaboration is cross-functional cooperation within the or-
ganization. We find this sort of internal alignment typical of Best Innovators, but—
sometimes to our surprise—it is not always the norm among their peers.

“The dilemma,” Kapsch observes, “is how to establish some form of orga-
nizational ambidexterity.” By ambidexterity, he means being an organization of 
multiple competencies. Many CEOs would agree—in theory. But the practice 
is more difficult.

Internal alignment is a predictor for an innovation’s long-term value to a 
company and its shareholders. We all know, for example, about Sony’s failure 
in the mobile entertainment market. Often forgotten is that senior leadership 
didn’t focus the attention of the whole organization on the meaning of mobile 
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entertainment for growth. Eventually, the consequence was the surrender of 
Sony’s early lead in smartphones and Apple’s dominance of the market.

“Cross-functional” does not mean that an idea is developed sequentially, 
handed along from function to function for each to give their particular per-
spective. Time and again we’ve seen exactly that process, and time and again 
we’ve seen it add layers of unnecessary cost and complexity that reduce profit-
ability by eye-popping amounts, as we will see in chapter 5, “Increasing Inno-
vation Efficiency and Speed.” A cross-functional approach is a collective effort, 
a genuine collaboration with diverse elements of a company learning from one 
another and working toward a single vision.

In running their innovation-strategy processes, many companies struggle 
to define the balance of top-down guidance from senior management versus 
bottom-up participation by the grassroots of the organization. Best Innovators 
think past this hierarchical conundrum by thinking cross-functionally. Hen-
kel did it by creating what it calls InnoPower teams, responsible for specific 
product categories and all related innovation projects. The teams develop in-
novation strategies (in consultation with senior management), which are then  
approved in Henkel’s annual planning process and then implemented. The 
teams are chaired by a product-category leader and include representatives from 
every major function. Participating in InnoPower teams is a mandatory step on 
the career path of Henkel’s high-potential employees.

Best Innovators have all kinds of organizational structures, but over-
all, they integrate more internal functions in the innovation process than the  
average of all participants in the competition. All of them have well-consid-
ered processes to ensure continuous cross-functional involvement of pivotal  
internal functions—chief among them R&D, production, sales, and tellingly, 
procurement.

The talent for cross-functional collaboration is true of Best Innovators 
when they engage in partnerships outside their own organizations. Best Innova-
tors know that the best and brightest talents don’t all work for them. To supple-
ment their inventory of competencies, Best Innovators appear to step naturally 
into intimate collaborative relationships with an array of outside players—from 
customers and suppliers to universities, government agencies, and even competitors.

The world is a complex place, after all, with knowledge generated from every 
corner. Best Innovators see the world as a network of knowledge clusters, of which 
their organization is just one. For Best Innovators, knowledge management is more 
than a vogue phrase. It is an actively managed capability in support of alignment and 
creative flexibility. They link their cluster to others, transfusing capabilities into—
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and across—their organizations. Coca-Cola, for instance, has built a process for 
scouting the world for the technical competencies it needs to support innovation. It 
calls the process External Technology Assessment/Acquisition.

“You basically plug yourself into the nerve center of science, research, innova-
tion, and entrepreneurship outside the company and around the world,” says Guy 
Wollaert, Coke’s CTO. “We have a map called the heat map of technology and 
invention, and we deliberately plug ourselves into those nerve centers. I call it ‘plug 
the brain.’”

As a group, Best Innovators are consistent in their concern for the distribution 
of new thinking, especially new thinking that emerges from successful initiatives in 
one part of the company but that might have application in another part. This is 
what Volkswagen CTO Ulrich Hackenberg calls “democratizing innovation.”

But what does this kind of flexibility look like in an organization that also 
wants to be rigorous in its management process? A fair amount of the time, it looks 
like managed tension.

The tension is managed with clear guidance about developing innovation 
strategy—the things people in an organization should be thinking about—without 
being overly prescriptive, like Whirlpool has done, to cite just one example.

The KPIs to which Best Innovators are conspicuously attached help enor-
mously in providing guidance. They let senior managers and members of an organi-
zation at large track the progress of the innovation portfolio with hard facts. When 
speaking to the senior leaders of Best Innovator winners, it is remarkable how many 
can rattle off KPIs for their innovation strategies, especially NPVI, time to market, 
and even time to profit—the latter a measure of how long a product needs to be-
come profitable, measured from the moment it was decided to develop the product 
or service. It is the essential KPI of an innovation portfolio.

That clarity is essential to providing a creative structure to the overlapping 
networks we’ve described. Members of those networks—not all of them inside 
the organization—need to communicate with one another and make decisions 
quickly. With one collaboration tool or another, they talk to one another (which 
we acknowledge is unnerving to many IT departments). Most of these conver-
sations about commercializing ideas are not explicitly directed by senior man-
agement. But with clarity of vision and agreement on mission, the collective 
evaluation of ideas acquires structure that permits new ideas to be applied faster.

the struCture of an innovative organization 
What organizational structure supports innovation? There is no single correct 
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structure. Best Innovators are pragmatists that find rigor in their processes and de-
sign an organization that supports them. However, certain themes repeat. Best Inno-
vators all build direct links between innovation initiatives and C-level executives. If 
organizational culture is shaped by what is prized, then commitment to innovation 
is shaped by the behavior of senior leaders. If leaders don’t spend time cherishing 
their innovators, they will not channel the company’s energy in the right direction.

Best Innovators address innovation management “from the market to the mar-
ket” and manipulate five areas to improve their innovation performance and propel 
sustainable and profitable growth (see figure 3). In this book, chapter by chapter, we 
take you through the five areas, discussing each in great detail.

In chapter 2, we talk about building the foundations of an innovative organi-
zation. This is about developing a culture and mindset that is open to innovation 
and putting the right processes and governance structures in place to master the 
innovation challenges. Best Innovators nurture their innovation culture by shap-
ing the environment, mindset, and way of working. They shape the world before  
if shapes them, even if it means taking on a difficult transformation. More specifical-
ly, it is about creating an innovation culture, cultivating an entrepreneurial mindset, 
encouraging appropriate risks, finding inspiration everywhere, and committing to 
repeatable processes.

Source: A.T. Kearney analysis

Figure 3
Best Innovators focus on five areas to improve performance and sustain growth
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Chapter 3 is all about doing the early work of innovation strategy. Innovation 
begins with analyzing relevant technology, market trends, and customer needs to 
understand the potential challenges and opportunities as input for defining an 
“actionable” innovation strategy. Best Innovators link their understanding of mar-
ket and technology dynamics to a broadly agreed-upon search-field portfolio to 
steer idea generation. This entails knowing what you want to achieve, owning a 
point of view about the future, defining the innovation search fields, managing to 
the customer’s desired outcome, knowing your own competencies and investing 
accordingly, and drawing the innovation roadmap. 

Chapter 4, “Optimizing the Value of an Innovation Portfolio,” is about gen-
erating as many ideas as possible for the innovation search fields and then applying 
the right evaluation criteria to quickly select and flesh out the most promising 
ideas. In this way, limited resources are allocated effectively. Best Innovators have 
better processes in place to involve a broad range of stakeholders in generating 
ideas to fuel the idea portfolio, and they involve the most knowledgeable internal 
and external experts to make fast decisions about which ideas to pursue. This 
implies managing your innovation portfolio holistically, pursuing truly open in-
novation, and boosting the transfer success rate.  

In chapter 5, we turn to innovation speed and efficiency. This means bring-
ing the newly developed product or service to market as fast and cost-efficiently as 
possible. This is essential to optimize profitable growth over the entire life cycle. To 
do so, Best Innovators work cross-functionally, manage innovation more consis-
tently, and leverage the innovative power of their supply base. More specifically, it 
is about reducing time to profit, managing the big metrics, treating interoperabil-
ity as a decisive capability, and collaborating early with the right suppliers. 

Chapter 6 focuses on securing and increasing profitability over the life cycle 
of a product or service. Best Innovators leverage their innovation process excel-
lence and their growing ideas network to make this a reality. Here we discuss the 
importance of a coherent process, managing complexity, working within agile and 
lean design, and further building and improving collaborative partnerships. 

Finally, in chapter 7, we address the importance of durability—how the 
leaders are able to maintain their innovative concepts year after year. Substantial 
growth comes from delivering on durable innovation strategies, durable in their 
constancy and durable in their structured openness to change. This is, once again, 
a tension that Best Innovators manage well because they take great care in build-
ing their leadership teams.

Now, let’s take a deeper look at how Best Innovators achieve their status and 
how they hold on to it year after year. We hope you enjoy the read!
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the ferrari Brand
Any company that says the first pillar of its innovation strategy is Formula 1 racing is go-
ing to attract attention. What makes a Ferrari one of the most sought-after automobiles in 
the world are the company’s two other innovation pillars: brand and product.

“It’s a self-fostering virtuous cycle,” says Roberto Fedeli, senior vice president of 
Ferrari R&D. “Clients will always expect innovation in a new Ferrari. Without innovation, 
the product pillar goes down in terms of sales. Without innovation, we die.”

The core value of Ferrari’s innovation strategy is simple: the buyer’s experience of 
the product, first and foremost.

“We sell emotions,” Fedeli says. “All our innovations target that. To increase the 
driving experience, drivers must feel the innovation.”

That places an emphasis on what Fedeli calls “know-how transfer from Formula 1.” 
It also stresses time to market, the speed with which Ferrari brings innovation to drivers. 
It marries know-how from its Formula 1 program with research already launched and 
already generating preliminary results, often drawing on research from other industries.

“The objective is to bring knowledge ‘on road’ as soon as possible,” Fedeli says. 
“We are determined to bring an innovation from idea to the product within one to two 
years. This is possible only by aligning our innovation program with our cycle plan and 
defining which will be the first product to first use an innovation.”

This requires a complex operating model. Ferrari’s processes, Fedeli says, are 
“well-defined, although not formalized, based on flexibility. We never freeze decisions 
or solutions until the very end of the process.” Consistency with product architecture and 
time to market is ensured by a hybrid organization balanced between research and de-
velopment functions and project teams, which stay current with open options and new 
components in development.

“If there is an issue with a solution, it does not impact the product,” he says,  
“because we always have an alternative, a backup solution. We don’t have a benchmark. 
We are the frontline of sports car innovation. This is a differentiating aspect with respect 
to followers. It’s culturally different.”

stmiCroeleCtroniCs’ merCilessly short innovation life CyCle
STMicroelectronics is the largest semiconductor company in Europe. Its innovation strat-
egy is driven by two powerful facts: even at $8 billion annually, it competes against a 
wide range of companies in North America and Asia, some of which are much larger. 
And it competes in markets that are well-established (automobiles, computers and IT 
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infrastructure, set-top boxes, and mobile phones), recent (sports- and fitness-re-
lated applications), and even nascent (medical applications). In all of its markets,  
the innovation life cycle is mercilessly short. Perpetual innovation is ST’s only competi-
tive choice.

ST knows that succeeding at its innovation strategy is beyond the scope of what 
it can do alone. When the company received the 2007 Best Innovator award in France, 
senior managers attributed ST’s success to “a common work culture with all the players 
throughout our value chain, from research laboratories to suppliers, manufacturers, cus-
tomers, as well as competitors.”

ST was formed out of the 1987 merger of Italy’s SGS Microelettronica and France’s 
Thomson Semiconducteurs. From its earliest years, ST tied the execution of its innova-
tion strategy to long-term partnerships with key customers and suppliers, leading uni-
versities and research institutes, and even competitors. Today, almost 20 percent of its 
employees work in R&D and product design in one of the company’s 10 advanced R&D 
centers across the globe.

ST has also been involved in key European R&D collaborative efforts, including the 
intergovernmental organization EUREKA and two public-private partnerships: the Eu-
ropean Nanoelectronics Initiative Advisory Council (ENIAC) and Electronic Components 
and Systems for European Leadership (ECSEL). 

“While costs for the industry were rising sky high,” says Jean-Marc Chery, ST’s chief 
operating officer, “our deep-rooted culture of cooperation in R&D programs has enabled 
us to remain one of the leaders in technology process development and manufacturing 
in the industry.” 

meet WhirlPool Brazil
Whirlpool Corporation is a $19 billion appliance maker. Headquartered in Michigan, 
Whirlpool’s products are sold in nearly every country on earth. More than a quarter of its 
worldwide revenue comes from its Latin American operation.

As an organization, Whirlpool is distinguished by attention to key performance in-
dicators. The performance of every business unit head, for example, is measured against 
an expectation that 25 percent of a division’s sales will come from recent innovations. 
In Latin America, that includes several products from Brastemp, the leading appliance 
brand in Brazil. Among Brastemp’s innovations is the Smart Cook, the first stove to con-
nect to smartphones, and its Ative washing machines that calculate the weight of the 
clothes and automatically measure soap and fabric softener.

Whirlpool Latin America is run from São Paulo. Among the observations of the Best 
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Innovator judges in 2010, the year Whirlpool won its Best Innovator award, was that 
Brazilian companies are becoming steadily more international in the way they concep-
tualize innovation.

Whirlpool, for example, runs four technology centers in Brazil, each focused on 
one of the company’s core product groups: refrigeration, laundry, cooking, and air con-
ditioning. These are in addition to three manufacturing plants. According to Brazil’s Na-
tional Institute of Industrial Property, Whirlpool is the fourth-largest patent holder in the 
country.3 Of its 14,500 employees in Brazil, 700 are exclusively dedicated to Whirlpool’s 
product research and development.




